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Normal Form Game

An N-player game where players simultaneously 

and independently choose one of their feasible 

actions, and the outcome is determined by a 

payoff matrix:



Symmetric Games: A=B

Example: Hawk-Dove game

G = (A, AT) = A and R = Q



Symmetric Games: A=B

Another example: Coordination game

G = (A, AT) = A and R = Q



Symmetric Games: A=B

Another example: Anti-coordination game

G = (A, AT) = A and R = Q



Symmetric Games: A=B

Example: Prisoner’s Dilemma

G = (A, AT) = A and R = Q



Zero-Sum Game: BT=-A

Example:

G = (A, -A)     not necessarily symmetrical



Pure and Mixed Strategies
Pure strategies = the choices that label the payoff matrix

e.g. “to always cooperate”

Mixed strategies = probability distributions over the pure 
strategies available to players

e.g. “to cooperate with prob. P and defect with prob. 1 - P”

Strategy profile: p = (p1, p2, p3, …)

Given strategy profiles p and q and payoff matrices A and BT , 

the expected payoffs are:

u1(p, q) = p · Aq u2(p, q) = p · BTq = q · Bp



The Minimax Theorem

∀two-person, zero-sum game w/ finitely many strategies,

∃a value V and mixed strategies for both payers, such that

+V is the best payoff for player 1 

-V is the best payoff for player 2

- von Neumann



Some Classical GT Concepts

• Perfect rationality: 

– Each player has well-defined payoffs, strategy options

– All players are aware of all other players’ payoffs and strategy options

– No cognitive limitations, perfect information processing, etc.

• Common knowledge

– All players know (that all players know...) e.g. that all players are rational

• Strict domination

– Player n’s  strategy sn’ strictly dominates sn if

un(sn’, s-n) > un(sn, s-n),  for all s-n, i.e. no matter what the other players do.

Standard minimal rationality � players do not play strictly dominated strategies



Nash Equilibrium

A strategy profile s* = (s1*, s2*, ... sN*) is a Nash Equilibrium iff

i.e.     s* = BR(s-n*)         s* is a Best Response to s-n*

i.e.     There is no incentive for unilateral strategy change.

A Nash equilibrium may be strict (>) or non-strict (≥).



Nash’s Theorem

In a normal-form game with a finite number of 
players and a finite number of pure strategies, 
there exists at least one NE (possibly involving 
mixed strategies).



Nash Equilibrum: Inefficient or Pareto efficient

Inefficient: There exists a collective strategy change that 
would improve at least one player’s payoff, while not 

decreasing any player’s payoff.

Pareto efficient: All collective strategy changes make at least 

one player worse off.

In “social dilemmas” the sole NE is inefficient. Examples:

• Prisoner’s dilemma

• Tragedy of the Commons



Equilibrium Selection

From Szabo & Fath:

“Pareto efficiency can be used as an additional criterion (a so-

called refinement) to the NE concept to provide equilibrium 

selection …

… the refined strategic equilibrium concept (in this case the 
Nash equilibrium concept plus Pareto efficiency) predicts that 

the outcome of the game is [the Pareto efficient NE] …

Preferring Pareto-efficient equilibria to deficient equilibria

becomes an inherent part of the definition of rationality.”



Nash Equivalence

Two games, G and G’, are Nash-equivalent (G ~ G’) iff

A’qr = αAqr + cr and    B’rq = βBrq + dq

i.e. A and B can be multiplied by any factors and any 

constants can be added to columns of A, rows of BT.



Potential Games
A game is a potential game if the incentive of all players to 

change their strategy can be expressed in one global function, 

the potential function.

Formally: there exists a potential function V(s1, … sN), such 
that for each player n = 1, … N, 

i.e. any movement in strategy space has the same impact on 

all players.

The global maximum of V (if one exists, e.g. if the strategy 
space is compact) is trivially a Nash Equilibrium.



Rescaled Potential Games

• Partnership game: 
A two-player game with equal payoffs in all 
strategy configurations has a potential A = BT = V. 

Then G = (A, BT) = (V, V).

• More generally: a game that is Nash-
equivalent to (V, V) is called a “rescaled 
potential game” and has the same Nash 
Equilibrium as (V, V).



NEs in two-player matrix games

Consider a symmetric, two-player, two-strategy game:

~

Coord. game

Hawk-Dove

Chicken

PD



Multi-player Games

Example: Tragedy of the commons



Repeated Games

A “stage game” G is repeated T times.

If T < ∞,   then

If T = ∞,   then

• A strategy for a repeated game is a complete plan of 

action (strategy selection) for every future contingency.

• An NE for a repeated game is defined in terms of such 
super-strategies.



The Backward Induction Paradox

• The paradox: contrary to rational GT, humans do 

cooperate in repeated interactions.

• Similarly, altrustic behavior is common in Public 

Good games, etc.

• Various explanations have been proposed:

– Humans evolved to become hardwired for cooperation 
(empathy)

– Players perceive a different game than the experimenter 
intends (e.g. infinite)

– Players are not rational.

– Rationality is not common knowledge

– Etc.



The End


